Alien 220 Mod

Introduction:

Alien 220 Mod is a powerful yet compact mod that offers an impressive maximum output of 220W. Its ergonomic design ensures ease of handling, while its gear design is perfect for both portable and home use. Alien 220 Mod is perfect for experienced vapers who want to push their limits and explore new flavors. It features Alien VW Mode and TC Mode, allowing you to choose your preferred vaping experience. Alien 220 Mod is compatible with 510 connector atomizers and comes with NORM, STRENGTH HARD, and STRENGTH SOFT settings to adjust the wattage.

Advantages:

1. Alien VW Mode is available for all types of atomizers.
2. Alien 220 Mod comes with 510 connector atomizers, making it compatible with a wide range of atomizers. Please confirm that the atomizer head should not be removed while the device is on.
3. Alien 220 Mod is lightweight and compact, making it easy to carry around.
4. Alien 220 Mod has a long battery life, allowing you to vape for longer periods.
5. Alien 220 Mod has an adjustable initial resistance feature, allowing you to adjust the initial resistance according to your needs.

Preparation before use:

1. Before using Alien 220 Mod, please make sure that the battery is fully charged. If the screen is not lighted, please check if the battery is OK, or battery is out of power.
2. If you make any mistakes, please reconnect the battery. Incase of any issue, please contact our customer service.

Maintenance:

1. Please replace the battery when needed. Please make sure to use a compatible battery.
2. Please clean Alien 220 Mod with a soft cloth. Please avoid using any harsh chemicals.
3. Please avoid dropping Alien 220 Mod as it may cause damage.
4. Please keep Alien 220 Mod away from water and direct sunlight.

Usage:

1. Alien 220 Mod can be used in Alien VW Mode, NORM, STRENGTH HARD, and STRENGTH SOFT settings. Please choose one according to your preference.
2. Alien 220 Mod can be used in TC Mode, which is available when Alien works with a TC type atomizer. Please choose one according to your preference.
3. Alien 220 Mod has an adjustable initial resistance feature. You can adjust the initial resistance according to your needs.
4. Alien 220 Mod has a working voltage and current feature. Please make sure to use a compatible atomizer.
5. Alien 220 Mod has a working power feature. Please make sure to use a compatible atomizer.
6. Alien 220 Mod has a puff counter clearing function. Please make sure to use a compatible atomizer.
7. Alien 220 Mod has a working temperature feature. Please make sure to use a compatible atomizer.
8. Alien 220 Mod has a working time feature. Please make sure to use a compatible atomizer.
9. Alien 220 Mod has a working current feature. Please make sure to use a compatible atomizer.
10. Alien 220 Mod has a working voltage feature. Please make sure to use a compatible atomizer.

Attention:

1. Alien 220 Mod is not intended for use by persons under legal smoking age, 18+ and over 21+ in other countries/regions. Underage sale is prohibited.
2. Alien 220 Mod is not intended for use by persons suffering from depression or asthma.

Verifications:

1. Scratch off the coating of the security label on packing box to get the 16 anti-counterfeiting code.
2. Fast click 5 times - Unlock Screen
3. Fast click 5 times in 2s - Power On
4. Power + UP - Click Down - Change TC Effect (15-220W)

Appendix 2 Screen Prompts Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Button</td>
<td>Power On/Off, and the screen turns off, which means the device is power off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP/DOWN Button</td>
<td>UP/DOWN button could do menu switch among STRENGTH HARD, STRENGTH NORM, STRENGTH SOFT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power + DOWN Button</td>
<td>Switch among TC Mode, VW Mode and MEMORY Mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power + UP Button</td>
<td>Used to switch among NORM, STRENGTH HARD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long press 5s</td>
<td>Choose Power On/Off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast click 5 times - Unlock Screen</td>
<td>Unlock Screen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast click 5 times in 2s</td>
<td>Fast click 5 times - Unlock Screen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spare Parts

1 x Alien 220 Mod

Specifications:

- Maximum Output: 220W
- Battery Capacity: 5100mAh
- Atomizer Compatibility: 510 connector atomizers
- Temperature Range: 100°C to 315°C
- Wattage Range: 15W to 220W
- Resistance Range: 0.1Ω to 6Ω
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